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Scaling laws for single and multiple electron loss from projectiles in collisions
with a many-electron target
A. C. F. Santos and R. D. DuBois
University of Missouri–Rolla, Rolla, Missouri 65409, USA
(Received 25 November 2003; published 9 April 2004)
Using measured cross sections, empirical scaling laws are extracted for projectile stripping induced by
collisions with a many-electron target. By scaling both the cross sections and the impact velocities, it is shown
that a single universal curve can be used to fit data for single and multiple electron loss from negative ions,
neutral particles, and singly or multiply charged positive ions. The scaling applies to projectiles ranging from
hydrogen to uranium and collision energies ranging from below keV/ u to hundreds of MeV/ u. At high
energies, existing data are consistent with a v−1 impact velocity dependence for scaled velocities less than 10.
Limited data imply that above 10 the velocity dependence becomes v−2. Using our universal curve, cross
sections are predicted for electron loss from low-charge-state heavy ions at 20 and 100 MeV/ u.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.69.042709

PACS number(s): 34.50.Fa, 34.50.Bw, 29.27.Eg

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Electron loss, also referred to as projectile stripping, has
been studied for decades in order to understand fundamental
atomic processes. Of particular interest are one- and manyelectron processes induced by interactions between two partially screened target nuclei and their bound electrons. Projectile stripping has also been studied to establish design
parameters used in accelerating particles to high energies or
for limiting beam transport losses and losses in storage rings.
Large amounts of information exist, but how the various
pieces of data fit together or can be used to extrapolate to
arbitrary systems has been explored only for specific cases or
over limited regimes. Scaling laws applicable to a wide
range of systems are lacking. This is especially true for
many-electron collision systems where multielectron processes can dominate and one-electron theories are inadequate.
Recently, large projects in the United States and Germany
have caused a renewed interest into the subject of projectile
stripping. In the USA it has been proposed to use intense
beams of high-energy 共10– 20 MeV/ u兲 heavy ions to induce
laboratory fusion (see Ref. [1]). To achieve the tight focus
needed to maintain a high energy density on target, lowcharge-state beams must be used. Therefore electron loss by
these beams in the reaction chamber must be minimized. In
addition, loss processes during the acceleration and transport
phases are detrimental and must be minimized. In Germany,
an upgrade of the accelerators at GSI-Darmstadt (see Ref.
[2]) to provide intense high-energy (tens to hundreds of
MeV/ u) beams of low-charge-state heavy ions is faced with
similar problems. Again, acceleration and transport losses
must be minimized. Also, storage lifetimes must be maximized. Required for design parameters is knowledge about
total, single, and multiple cross sections for electron loss
from low-charge-state ions traveling at high energies. Particularly important is information for stripping by complex,
many-electron gases such as N2 or O2 since these are the
dominant gases in the acceleration and transport regions. Because of their large cross sections, these gases are extremely
1050-2947/2004/69(4)/042709(11)/$22.50

important contributors to the overall loss, even in ultrahigh
vacuum storage rings.
For these reasons, several experimental [3–7] and theoretical [3–5,8–11] studies of electron loss by low-charge-state
MeV/ u ions have been performed in the past couple of
years. Unfortunately, no experimental information for the desired species is available in the tens to hundreds of MeV/ u
region. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to use available
experimental information and extract scaling laws which describe electron loss resulting from collisions with a multielectron target, i.e., for the process
Xq± + Ar →

兺 关X共q+n兲+ + Ari+ + 共n + i兲e−兴,
n 艌 1,

q 艌 − 1.

Here q and n are the initial charge state and number of electrons lost by the projectile and i is the number of target
electrons lost. The final state of the target is not monitored,
hence the summation over i. Argon was used for the multielectron target because of the amount of information available.
As will be seen, the empirical scaling formulas we present
apply to single- and multiple-electron loss from virtually any
projectile. For example, they apply to neutral particles and
negative ions, as well as for singly and multiply charged
positive ions. They work equally well for light projectiles
such as H−, H0, and He+ and for heavy ions such as U+,
Xe18+, or hydrogenlike Au or Pb. They have been applied
over an energy range extending from below keV/ u to hundreds of MeV/ u (to 160 GeV/ u in one case).
Several previous investigations relating to scaling laws
for electron loss are worth noting. For ions being stripped by
light targets, Bohr [12] derived a simple formula based on
the free collision approximation. The free collision model is
generally associated with small impact parameters where the
projectile electron interacts strongly with the target and one
can neglect the projectile electron binding energy. Bohr predicted that the stripping cross section  would be given by
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 = 4a2o

冉冊
1
V

2

共Z22 + Z2兲
Z21

.

共1兲

Here Z1 and Z2 are the projectile and target nuclear charges
and V is the impact velocity in atomic units. The Z22 term
corresponds to interactions between the projectile electron
and the target nucleus while the Z2 term corresponds to interactions between the projectile and target electrons. In the
case of medium-heavy targets, the projectile electron interacts with a target that is described by a screened Coulomb
potential. In this way Bohr derived

 = a2o

冉冊

1 Z2/3
2
.
V Z1

共2兲

Note that in these formulas, the binding energy of the electron being removed is ignored. However for distant collisions, the so-called resonant collision model which accounts
for the binding energy of the electron must be used.
Of the numerous theoretical studies that have been performed, except for recent classical trajectory Monte Carlo
(CTMC) calculations of Olson et al. [3–5,8], all have been
based on plane-wave Born calculations. With regard to scaling laws, Shevelko et al. have used plane-wave Born approximation calculations [9–11] to calculate stripping cross
sections for a variety of projectiles and targets. At high energies, it was predicted that the cross sections should be
scaled by multiplying by the projectile ionization potential
and dividing by the target Z, both raised to the 1.4 power. In
addition, the impact energy should be divided by the ionization potential.
Experimentally, most investigations of cross-section scaling have concentrated on target Z effects [5,6,13–16] or on
the initial projectile charge. For the projectile charge, vastly
different dependences were found. The cross sections for
highly charged ions are found to decrease extremely fast
with increasing projectile charge, e.g., q−8–10 in some cases
[16–18] but slower q−3–4.4 in other cases [19]. In contrast,
recent CTMC calculations [3,4] and experiments [4] imply
that low-charge heavy ions have a much slower dependence
of approximately q−1.
Another way of looking at the charge state dependence is
that different charge state ions possess different numbers of
electrons that can be removed. Alton et al. [20] suggested
that the cross sections for single-electron loss should be proportional to the number of electrons in a given subshell N j
since all would have equal probabilities for removal. They
also pointed out that most semiempirical formulas for the
equilibrium charge states of ions in matter are based on the
assumptions that bound electrons having velocities less than
the ion velocity will be stripped. Armel and Funkhouser [21]
combined an empirical formula for the effective charge of a
projectile penetrating a target with the Bohr charge equilibrium condition. For low-charge-state ions, their work predicts that a particular charge state q requires minimum impact velocities that scale as q / Z−1/3
2 . Both studies imply that
with increasing impact energies, the number of electrons
should increase, and hence the cross-section scaling will
change.

Of particular interest for the projects mentioned above is
extrapolation to high impact energies. One-electron theories
predict a v−2 behavior at high energies, which is consistent
with Bohr’s prediction for interactions with a light target, see
Eq. (1) above. In contrast, recent CTMC calculations [3–5,8]
predict a slower v−1 behavior. This is consistent with what
Bohr predicted for medium weight targets, but Bohr obtained
his formula using assumptions that are not applicable at high
velocities. Experimentally, except for light, few-electron projectiles, the only studies of the velocity dependence for electron loss from fast, heavy ions are by Olson et al. [3] for loss
from 2 to 9 MeV/ u Xe18+ ions and by Alonso and Gould
[19] for Pbq+ ions 共q = 36– 51兲 and Xeq+ ions 共q = 27– 42兲 for
velocities v / c between 0.099 and 0.134. In both cases, collisions were with N2. Olson et al. found a v−1 dependence
while Alonso and Gould found v−0.98 and v−1.56 dependences,
respectively.
II. PROCEDURE

Scaling rules for single and multiple electron loss from an
arbitrary ion colliding with a many-electron target were deduced in the following manner. First, using experimental information available in the literature, a database was constructed. Then, using selected sets of data from this database
the cross-section dependences on impact velocity, number of
electrons lost, initial projectile charge, structure or type of
projectile ion, etc., were systematically probed. Finally, the
dependences that we extracted were combined and adjusted
slightly in order to generate a best overall fit to all collision
systems and energies.
In extracting the dependences, a few basic principles were
kept in mind. First, according to Alton et al. [20], the probability of electron loss should increase with the number of
projectile electrons available. Second, several studies [3–5,9]
indicate that the probability decreases if the electrons are
more tightly bound, i.e., with the amount of energy required
to remove any particular electron. Third, at low impact energies the threshold velocity for stripping a particular electron
will depend on how tightly that electron is bound; more
tightly bound electrons will have higher threshold velocities
than more loosely bound electrons. Fourth, the probabilities
may be larger for “bigger” ions, i.e., there may be a projectile Z or size effect. Lastly, our underlying criteria were that
the dependences should be simple in form and should apply
for a wide variety of systems and at all energies and not be
limited to one-electron systems or restricted energy ranges.
For establishing the database, the primary sources at
lower impact energies were the tabulations by Lo and Fite
[22] and Dehmel et al. [23]. These were supplemented by
Refs. [13–20,24–60] and references therein, and unpublished
data by one of us (R.D.D.). Recent measurements in the
MeV/ u regime performed by ourselves and others
[3–7,61,62] played an important role in the high-energy regime. If available, tabulated values were used. When only
curves were presented, as is the case for the two tabulations,
the curves were scanned and digitized at selected impact energies or velocities, the number of points being sufficient for
defining the tabulated curve. As a result, over 1400 cross
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FIG. 1. Measured cross sections for electron loss by hydrogenlike ions. The data are from a variety of sources included in the
reference list.

sections were entered into a database. The database includes
electron loss from negative ions, neutral projectiles, hydrogenlike ions, singly charged ions, and multiply charged ions.
Projectiles included in the database range from hydrogen to
uranium, impact energies span the region from a few keV up
to hundreds of MeV or even many TeV in one case, and
multiple, as well as single, electron loss processes are included. In short, virtually every situation is included.
The database was systematically sorted in terms of initial
projectile charge, projectile Z, number of electrons lost, etc.,
and the selected data were graphed to test for scaling parameters and behaviors. In contrast to previous studies, our extensive database permits detailed testing for each parameter
and allows us to examine particular features not readily evident using small sets of data. For example, Fig. 1 shows the
absolute cross sections measured for electron loss from several one-electron ions. These data are representative of available information, e.g., for light ions the cross sections have
been measured for a wide range of impact velocities and
comparison between different projectiles is easy. In contrast,
as the projectile becomes heavier, the velocity range of available data becomes smaller and in certain cases only a single
impact energy has been investigated. If used alone, the
heavier ion data would make it difficult to determine how, or
if, the data relate to each other.
But, as Fig. 1 shows, for light ions the stripping cross
sections increase to some maximum value and then decrease
again. As the projectile becomes heavier and/or the projectile
electron becomes more tightly bound, the curves shift downwards and to the right. In addition, for collision velocities
less than where the cross section maximizes, with increasing
projectile charge the cross sections tend to decrease more
rapidly. These three features must be taken into account in
order to scale the data to a single curve.
A. Scaling in the high-velocity regime

First let us address the problem of shifting the crosssection maximum to a single velocity, i.e., shifting the curves

along the velocity axis. As clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1 for
the lighter ions, the stripping cross sections have broad
maxima. The maxima are located at velocities roughly
equivalent to electron velocities given by 1.5I1/2, I being the
ionization potential of the projectile electron that is removed.
Therefore, for one-electron ions scaling the impact velocity
by I−1/2 shifts the cross-section maxima to a common velocity. This finding is in accordance with the work of Shevelko
et al. [9].
However, this scaling can also be applied to multiple electron loss if, rather than I, the ionization potential of the most
weakly bound projectile electron, Isum, is used. Isum is defined
as the sum of the ionization potentials required to remove the
required number of electrons in a sequential manner, i.e., the
weakest bound electron is removed first, the second weakest
next, etc. Thus, for stripping three electrons from a singly
charged ion, Isum = I1 + I2 + I3, where I1,2,3 are the first, second,
and third ionization potentials. We also found that this scaling can be applied to stripping of negative ions. But, for
cases where the ionization potential is extremely small, e.g.,
for single loss from H−, He−, Li−, K−, and Na−, we found that
an average ionization potential Iave must be used. Iave is defined as the average of the ionization potentials for the negative ion and for the neutral atom. Thus, for these cases,
Isum = Iave. In the case of double electron loss from negative
ions, Isum = Iave + Ineutral. Our justification for using average
values for these cases was simply that it works. Ionization
potentials are obtained from Ref. [63] with examples provided in Table I.
Therefore, introducing a scaled projectile velocity defined
by

Vsc共high兲 = v

冋 册
IH
Isum

1/2

共3兲

shifts all the cross-section maxima to a single-scaled velocity
Vsc共high兲 ⬇ 1.5 a.u. Here v is the impact velocity in atomic
units, Isum is defined above, and IH is the ionization potential for atomic hydrogen. Please note that v is an intermediate quantity calculated directly from impact energies
without applying relativistic corrections.
For shifting the curves vertically, i.e., scaling the cross
sections, previous experiments and CTMC theory [3,4] have
shown that at a fixed impact velocity and for a fixed ion
species, the single and multiple electron loss cross sections
−1
. By applying the velocity scaling just
scale roughly at Isum
described and selecting data within a narrow range of scaled
velocities, Fig. 2 shows that cross-section scaling as a function of Isum can be applied to an extremely wide range of
ions. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 is a fit to the data and, in this
case, has a slope of −1. Similar fits performed for many
values of Vsc between 0.1 and 10 gave an average slope of
−1.09± 0.18. Hence, multiplying the measured cross sections
1.09
shifts all the data vertically to a common curve.
by Isum
In addition to this, note that in Fig. 2 the cross sections
0.4
, where Nef f is defined
have been divided by Neff
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TABLE I. Examples of scaling parameters used. The parentheses in the U+Neff cell mean that to achieve
scaling, the value used for Neff was 1 for single loss and 5 for multiple loss.
Isum 共eV兲
1, 2, etc. loss

Z

Projectile

Electronic configuration

Neff

1

H −, D −
H0,D0

1s2
1s

2
1

7.18, 20.8 13.6

2

He−
He0
He+

1s22s
1s2
1s

3
2
1

8.23, 32.8
24.59, 79
54.4

3

Li−
Li0
Li+
Li2+

1s22s2
1s22s
1s2
1s

2
1
2
1

3
5.39
75.6, 198
122.5

7

N0
N+
N4+

关He兴2s22p3
关He兴2s22p2
关He兴2s

3
4
3

14.5
29.6, 77, 154
98

13

Al0
Al+

关Ne兴3s23p
关Ne兴3s2

1
2

5.99
18.8, 47

17

Cl−
Cl0
Ar+
Ar6+

关Ne兴3s23p6
关Ne兴3s23p5
关Ne兴3s23p5
关Ne兴3s2

6
5
7
2

3.6, 16.6
13
27.6, 68, 130
124, 268

35

Br−
Br0
Br4+
Br7+

关Ar兴3d104s24p6
关Ar兴3d104s24p5
关Ar兴3d104s24p
关Ar兴3d10

6
5
3
10

3.37, 15.2
11.8
59.7
193

54

Xe+
Xe3+
Xe11+
Xe18+

关Kr兴4d105s25p5
关Kr兴4d105s25p3
关Ar兴3d104s24p64d7
关Ar兴3d104s24p6

7
5
13
18

21.2, 53, 93, 175
41.6, 96, 166, 256
245, 521, 797, 828
510, 1064, 1711, 2404, …

79

Au52+

关Ne兴3s23p63d9

19

3500

92

U+
U27+

关Rn兴5f 36d 7s
关Ar兴3d104s24p64d105s25p64f 11

1, (5)
47

11, 30, 59
880, 1800, 2760

18

as the effective number of projectile electrons that are available for removal. For hydrogenlike projectiles, the number of
effective electrons is straightforward. For cases where the
difference in binding energies between the shells or subshells
is large, again the choice is straightforward. For instance, in
the case of C3+ and O5+ where the electronic configurations
are 关He兴2s, the difference in binding energies between the
shells is large and Nef f only includes the 2s electron. Likewise, for low-charge-state rare-gas ions, when the differences
in the binding energies between the subshells is significant,
only the outermost p subshell was used. But in many cases
the difference in binding energies is not large and the choice
of the Nef f is rather arbitrary. In these cases, our choice for
Nef f was based on which best value scaled the data best.

Generally, we found that for highly charged but partially
stripped projectiles such as U27–44+, Nef f must include the
outermost shell plus one or more inner shells. Examples of
values that were used are provided in Table I.
To determine the power dependence on Nef f , cross sections were compared using ions where the number of outermost electrons was fairly certain, e.g., using Ar+, Ar2+, Ar3+,
where Nef f = 5 , 4 , 3. These comparisons were made in the vicinity of the cross-section maximum in order to minimize
changes associated with impact velocity. Averaging the many
cases that were examined yielded the best overall scaling
when the cross sections are multiplied by N−0.4
ef f .
Therefore, we define a scaled electron-loss cross section
by
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FIG. 2. Cross sections for single and multiple electron loss by
various projectiles plotted versus the sum of the ionization potentials obtained assuming sequential removal of the electrons. The
superscripts indicate the initial and final projectile charge states.
Data are for scaled velocities between 3 and 4. Note that the cross
sections are divided by an effective number of projectile electrons.
See text for details. The dashed curve is a fit to the data and has a
slope of −1.

sc = 

冋 册
Isum
IH

ions or different degrees of stripping will have different impact energy (velocity) thresholds since different amounts of
energy are required to remove the projectile electrons. But,
as seen in Fig. 3, although the threshold velocities may
change, all the cross sections maximize at nearly the same
scaled velocity and all have the same maximum cross section. Thus, for impact velocities below the cross-section
maximum, the slope of the curves are different and a more
complex formula is required to scale the impact velocities.
Regarding the velocity where the scaled cross sections
maximize, using a wider variety of systems than shown in
Fig. 3 demonstrated that the curves maximize at slightly
lower velocities for heavier ions and at slightly higher velocities for projectiles having higher initial charge states. Accounting for these effects was necessary in order to minimize
the overall spread in the scaled low-velocity data.
Numerous attempts were made to find a simple scaling
that would account for threshold effects as well as for shifts
associated with projectile mass and initial charge. The best
overall compression of data to a single curve was obtained
using the following formulas to scale the collision velocities
between zero and the cross section maximum:

冋 册

具Vsc典 = v n

1.09

N−0.4
ef f .

共4兲

To remove large powers of ten, the measured cross sections
 are in units of a20. This means that the scaled cross sections in the following figures and which can be calculated
from the formulas presented later in this paper are also in
units of a20. Plotting sc versus Vsc共high兲 compresses a
wide range of data to a single curve, as shown in Fig. 3.
B. Scaling in the low-velocity regime

Figure 3 also illustrates that below the cross-section maximum, additional scaling is needed. This is because different

IH
Isum

1/2

q−0.15
in

共5兲

and
Vsc共low兲
= 1.5关1−共Isum Ⲑ IH兲

0.3兴

具Vsc典关Isum Ⲑ IH兴 q−0.25
Z0.5
in
0.3

log10共Isum Ⲑ IH兲

.

共6兲
In Eq. 共5兲, n is the principal quantum number of the outermost projectile electron and qin is the initial projectile charge
state. For negative ions and neutral projectiles, qin was defined to be +1. 具Vsc典 is an intermediate scaled velocity used
in Eq. 共6兲. In Eq. 共6兲, Z is the projectile nuclear charge and
the value of 1.5 corresponds to the scaled velocity where the
cross sections reach their maximum value.
Effectively, Eq. (5) shifts the position of the maximum
cross section to a common value with n and qin shifting more
or less depending on the “size” of the projectile or its initial
charge state. Equation (6) adjusts the slope of the curves on
a log-log scale by “stretching” the scaled velocities in the
low-velocity regime. As shown in Fig. 4, for electron loss by
one-electron ions, using this velocity scaling greatly improves the scaling below the cross-section maximum although the F8+ data are still slightly offset.
III. RESULTS

FIG. 3. Scaled cross sections plotted versus scaled velocities for
electron loss from hydrogenlike ions. The data are the same as those
in Fig. 1. The cross sections have been scaled using Eq. (4) while
the impact velocities have been scaled using Eq. (3).

The best overall compression of data to a single universal
curve was achieved by scaling the cross sections according
to Eq. (4) and the impact velocities according to Eq. (3) in
the high-velocity regime or by Eqs. (5) and (6) in the lowvelocity regime. The high- and low-velocity regimes correspond to scaled velocities greater than/less than 1.5, i.e., to
the right/left of the cross-section maximum. The data were
binned in narrow scaled velocity intervals and average val-
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FIG. 4. Scaled cross sections plotted versus scaled velocities for
electron loss from hydrogenlike ions. The data are the same as those
in Figs. 1 and 3. The cross sections have been scaled using Eq. (4)
while the impact velocities have been scaled using Eqs. (5) and (6).

ues plus standard deviations were calculated. These were fitted with second-order polynomials, weighted with respect to
the magnitude of the error bars. Fitting parameters for individual data sets as well as for the entire data set are given in
Table II. From these fitting parameters, scaled cross sections,
in units of a20, for single or multiple electron loss from an
arbitrary ion interacting with an argon target at an arbitrary
scaled velocity between 0.2 and 30 a.u. can be determined
using the following equation:
2

sc = 10AVsc10C关ln共Vsc兲兴 .

共7兲

Below the cross-section maximum, specifically for
0.2⬍ Vsc ⬍ 2, Eqs. 共5兲 and 共6兲 are used to convert between
scaled and impact velocities. Above the cross-section
maximum, i.e., for 1 ⬍ Vsc ⬍ 30, Eq. 共3兲 is used to convert
between scaled and impact velocities. Then the fitting parameters in Table II and Eqs. 共7兲 and 共4兲 can be used to
predict the cross sections for single or multiple electron
removal.
Because of our interest in extrapolation to higher energies,
we also fitted the data having scaled velocities greater than 2

FIG. 5. (Color online) Scaled cross sections for single and multiple electron loss by H and He projectiles, negative ions, and neutral particles in collisions with argon. The crosses are the individual
scaled data while the solid symbols and error bars show average
values within narrow velocity bins. The cross sections are scaled
according to Eq. (4). To the right of the cross-section maxima indicated by the division on the velocity axis, the collision velocities are
scaled according to Eq. (3); to the left they are scaled according to
Eqs. (5) and (6). The solid and dashed curves are our average
second-order polynomial and linear fits to the data.
−1
with a first-order polynomial. The result was  = 101.05Vsc
with both powers having uncertainties of approximately
10%. Whether the linear fit, the average polynomial fit, or
the fit for a particular subgroup of ions is used is left to the
discretion of the user. Below the cross-section maximum, the
individual polynomial fits agree with the average fit within
± a factor of 2–3 at Vsc = 0.2 and within =30% at Vsc = 1.
Above the cross-section maximum, all the polynomial fits
agree within ±20% over the entire velocity range. In the
scaled velocity range between 2 and 20, the polynomial and
the linear fits agree within 30%.
In Figs. 5–8 we present our scaled electron-loss cross sections as a function of our scaled impact velocities for all
available argon target data that we were able to find in the
literature. The figures show the individual scaled cross sections (crosses) along with average values calculated within
narrow velocity ranges (symbols plus error bars) and solid

TABLE II. Second-order polynomial fitting parameters used in Eq. (7) for various sets of data. The top
row shows the range of scaled velocities where these parameters apply; the last column gives the highest
scaled velocity where data exist for a particular subgroup.

Coefficient
H and He particles
Negative ions
Neutral projectiles
Singly charged ions
One-electron ions
Single-electron loss
Average fit

A

0.2⬍ Vsc共low兲 ⬍ 2
B
C

0.598
0.617
0.608
0.353
0.587
0.472
0.547

0.762
0.538
0.830
1.176
1.083
0.876
0.849

−0.644
−0.547
−0.478
−0.498
−0.441
−0.107
−0.413

A

1 ⬍ Vsc共high兲 ⬍ 30
B
C

0.828
0.700
0.880
0.687
0.961
0.580
0.780

042709-6

−0.255
0.227
−0.338
0.447
−0.549
0.293
−0.044

−0.534
−0.821
−0.500
−0.975
−0.363
−0.806
−0.659

Max Vsc of data
⬃10
⬃10
⬃20
⬃7
⬃20
⬃20
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Scaled cross sections for single and multiple electron loss by singly charged positive ions colliding with
argon. Symbols and curves are as described in Fig. 5 where averages have been taken for selected ranges of projectile Z.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Scaled cross sections for single electron
loss by singly charged positive ions colliding with argon. Symbols
and curves are as described in Fig. 5 where averages have been
taken for selected ranges of projectile Z.

curves that are our average second-order polynomial fits.
They also show our linear, high energy fits (the dashed
curves).

data. Therefore, for calculating our average values and fitting
the data, we have arbitrarily multiplied these double-loss
data by a factor of 2. This represents the only situation where
the scaled data were adjusted after applying our scaling formulas.
As seen, below the cross-section maximum the vast majority of the scaled data falls within a factor of 2 of the solid
curve, our recommended best fit using the entire database of
experimental cross sections. Above the maximum, fewer data
are available and the scaled data agree within ±25% of the
solid curve. The scaling is seen to apply equally well for
light projectiles, negative ions, or neutral projectiles. The
dashed curve is the linear fit to the high scaled velocity data.
The data imply that above Vsc ⬃ 10, the second-order polynomial is superior and that our linear fit would be in better
agreement if it were shifted upwards by approximately 20%.

A. H and He projectiles; negative ions; neutral projectiles

Figure 5 presents data for electron loss from H and He
projectiles, from negative ions, and from neutral projectiles.
Note that there is overlap between these groups, i.e., H projectiles include H− and H0, which are also included in the
negative-ion and neutral-particle categories. Also note than
the negative ions and neutral particles range from light species such as H and He to heavy species such as Br and I. As
mentioned previously, for negative ions it was found that
scaling could only be achieved by using an average ionization potential for situations where the projectile electron was
bound by less than 1 eV. In addition, we found that the
scaled cross sections for double loss from H−, He−, and He0
were uniformly a factor of 2 smaller than the majority of the

B. Singly charged ions

Figure 6 presents all available data for singly charged ions
being stripped by argon. These ions range from He+ to U+.
Therefore, in calculating average values we have grouped the
data into light, medium weight, and heavy-ion categories. As
seen, the majority of the singly charged ion data fall within
the low scaled velocity regime. Although there is scatter in
the scaled data, the average values are in excellent agreement
with each other and our average curve, independent of projectile Z. At very low velocities, these average values fall
below our recommended fit. Finally, please note that few
data above the scaled cross-section maximum are available
and that for heavy ions no data exist for scaled velocities
greater than Vsc ⬃ 3. Therefore, whether our linear or polynomial extrapolation to higher velocities is better cannot be
determined.
FIG. 7. (Color online) Scaled cross sections for single and multiple electron loss by multiply charged positive ions colliding with
argon. Symbols and curves are as described in Fig. 5 with averages
shown for selected ranges of projectile Z.

C. Multicharged ions

Figure 7 presents data for single and multiple electron
loss from multiply charged ions. Although the vast majority
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of these data are for collisions with an argon target, we have
included stripping cross sections for Kr7+-, Xe11+,18+-,
Au52+,75+-, and Pb81+-N2 collisions in order to supplement
the high-energy portion of our database. Including these data
is justified by experiments performed in the MeV/ u range
[4,7,62] which yield similar stripping cross sections for collisions with argon and molecular nitrogen targets.
The importance of these multicharged ion data is that the
traditional approach for investigating processes at high collision velocities is to use highly charged ions. However, as
−1/2
means that the
seen, scaling the impact velocities by Isum
majority of the data are shifted to the vicinity of the crosssection maximum and do not help in extrapolating to high
velocities or in determining which velocity dependence is
correct. There is considerable scatter in the scaled data. But
the reader is reminded that these data range from single- to
many-electron loss from ions ranging from doubly charged
light ions to highly stripped heavy ions and for energies
ranging from a few keV/ u to many tens or hundreds of
MeV/ u. This means that for some of the data both the cross
sections and the velocities have been scaled by factors of
100– 1000 or more. Because of the scatter, no polynomial fit
to the data was made. But the average values are seen to
generally agree within a factor of 2 of the solid curve.
D. Single electron loss

Figure 8 presents data for single electron loss from negative ions, neutral particles, and singly or multiply charged
positive ions. In the high-velocity regime and near the crosssection maximum, all the data fall within ±50% of our recommended value. For lower impact velocities the scatter is
larger, roughly ± a factor of 2–3. Averages for narrow velocity slices are shown for light, intermediate weight, and heavy
ions. Again our linear fit is in good agreement for scaled
velocities less than 10. As before, the linear fit is roughly
20% below the data.
E. Velocity dependences and cross-section predictions

Our goals when initiating this work were to (a) establish
scaling rules for electron loss from an arbitrary ion induced
by collisions with a many-electron target and (b) to predict
stripping cross sections at high energies for low-charge-state
heavy ions where no experimental information exists. We
have shown that, generally within a factor of 2, cross sections for stripping one or more electrons from virtually any
projectile at any impact energy agree with our universal fit.
Therefore, within a factor of 2 we expect to be able to predict
cross sections using the fitting parameters given in Table II
and the equations given above. For extrapolation purposes,
our fits show that below the cross-section maximum the
scaled cross sections increase roughly linearly with the
scaled impact velocity Vsc. Above the cross-section maximum, our second-order polynomial fits decrease roughly as
−1
−2
up to Vsc ⬃ 10, and then approximately as Vsc
. A linear
Vsc
−1
fit to all data above Vsc = 2 had a Vsc dependence.
With regard to the Heavy Ion Fusion project in the USA
and the Accelerator Upgrade at Darmstadt, the interest is in
accelerating intense beams of low-charge-state, heavy ions to

FIG. 9. (Color online) Scaled cross sections for single electron
loss by fast, heavy, low-charge-state positive ions colliding with
argon. Symbols show all known data for ions with Z ⬎ 15 and initial
charge state q ⬍ Z / 3; Ar1,2+, Xe3+, Ref. [4]; Ar4,6+, Refs. [7,45];
Fe4+, Ref. [15]; Br4,5+, Ref. [30]; Kr7+, Xe11+, Refs. [6,7]; Sr+, Ref.
[22]; Xe18+, Ref. [3]; U4,6,10+, Ref. [62]. The solid curve is our
average second-order polynomial fit, the dashed curve is a linear fit
to all high scaled velocity data and has a velocity dependence of
v−1. The dotted curve is a v−2 extrapolation from the data shown in
this figure. Indicated on the x axis are scaled velocities for ions of
interest to the USA heavy-ion fusion program and the accelerator
upgrade at GSI-Darmstadt.

tens or hundreds of MeV/ u respectively. In Fig. 9 we show
all available data for single electron loss from heavy
共Z ⬎ 15兲, low-charge-state 共qin / Z ⬍ 1 / 3兲 ions and compare
these data to our overall polynomial and linear fits (the solid
and dashed curves). In making this comparison, we plot
scVsc共high兲 versus Vsc共high兲. Thus, a v−1 dependence will
be a horizontal line. The arrows at the bottom axis indicate
scaled velocities for high-energy, low-charge-state heavy
ions of interest.
Plotted in this manner, the measured cross sections monotonically increase until Vsc ⬃ 2. For Vsc = 2 – 7 they scatter
around an average value of 15± 4. The agreement between
the data and our fits is on the order of the typical uncertainty
in the measurements, as indicated by the error bar on the data
point at Vsc ⬃ 5. Also shown in Fig. 9 is a dotted curve representing a v−2 extrapolation beginning at the last data point.
The reader is reminded that a v−2 dependence is predicted by
one-electron theories and that according to Eq. (1), the scaled
and unscaled impact velocities are proportional, so they have
the same velocity dependences.
These fits and extrapolations predict the following. The
cross sections for one electron loss from a 20 MeV/ u singly
charged heavy ion (Ar+ or Cs+, where Vsc ⬃ 20 and Nef f = 5
and 6, respectively), i.e., possible candidates for the USA
Heavy Ion Fusion program, are approximately
4 ⫻ 10−17 cm2 using our average polynomial fit,
⬃5 ⫻ 10−17 cm2 assuming our linear 共v−1兲 fit, and
1.6⫻ 10−18 cm2 assuming the v−2 extrapolation shown in
Fig. 9.
For Heavy Ion Fusion, it has also been suggested that a
heavy negative ion could be used. Our study would predict
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the following cross sections for a 20 MeV/ u Cl− ion (where
Vsc ⬃ 54 and Nef f = 6); ⬃4 ⫻ 10−17 cm2 using our average
polynomial fit, ⬃1.5⫻ 10−16 cm2 assuming our linear fit, and
1.9⫻ 10−17cm2 assuming the v−2 extrapolation. In the case of
the accelerator upgrade at GSI-Darmstadt, a possible candidate for studies is a 100 MeV/ u U28+ ion (where Vsc ⬃ 8 and
Nef f = 46). Existing data and our study predict that the cross
section for one electron loss would be approximately 7
⫻ 10−18 cm2 with little uncertainty introduced by extrapolating outside the existing data regime. This is in excellent
agreement with CTMC calculations [64].
Regarding these estimates, we would like to emphasize
several points. First, although our fits are based on a large
amount of existing data, we have extrapolated far outside the
available information for heavy ions, particularly in the cases
of Ar+, Cs+, and Cl−. Second, as seen in Figs. 5–8, most
individual measurements agree within approximately a factor
of 2 of the fitted curve but in certain cases much larger deviations occur. Third, based upon existing data, there is no
indication that the cross sections should scale as v−2 for
Vsc ⬍ 10. Therefore, we consider the smaller cross sections
quoted above using the v−2 extrapolation beginning at Vsc
⬃ 5 to be too small and highly unlikely. Fourth, a linear fit to
all data above scaled velocity 2 yielded a v−1±0.1 impact velocity dependence. This is consistent with CTMC predictions
for electron loss from many-electron ions. Using our v−1 fit
to predict stripping of 20 MeV/ u Ar+ ions yields single electron loss cross sections that agree reasonably well with
CTMC calculations [4]. The agreement is even better if the
linear fit were made using only the low-charge-state heavyion data shown in Fig. 9. Thus, in extrapolating to scaled
velocities larger than ⬃10, the v−1 curve (linear fit) shown in
Fig. 9 may be more accurate for projectiles carrying many
electrons whereas for few-electron projectiles our polynomial fit may be more appropriate. Finally, to avoid confusion
the reader is reminded that the cross sections predicted in the
previous paragraph are for single electron loss. According to
several recent studies [4,62], total loss cross sections from
these heavy singly charged ions are roughly a factor of 2
larger. Or, total loss cross sections could be estimated by
using Fig. 9 to extract double, triple, and higher electron-loss
cross sections for the desired systems and summing the results.

[1] See the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Heavy Ion Fusion
homepage website, http:/www-hifar.lbl.gov/HIFhomepage/
hithome.html
[2] See the GSI future project website, http:/www-new.gsi.de/
zukunftsprojekt/index_e.html
[3] R. E. Olson, R. L. Watson, V. Horvat, and K. E. Zaharakis, J.
Phys. B 35, 1893 (2002).
[4] R. D. DuBois, A. C. F. Santos, R. E. Olson, Th. Stöhlker, F.
Bosch, A. Bräuning-Demian, A. Gumberidze, S. Hagmann, C.
Kozhuharov, R. Mann, A. Oršić Muthig, U. Spillmann, S. Ta-

IV. SUMMARY

To summarize, scaling behaviors for electron loss resulting from collisions with argon atoms have been studied using
experimental data measured for a wide variety of projectiles
and impact velocities. It was found that the cross sections
−1
and N0.4
scale roughly as Isum
ef f , where Isum is the sum of the
ionization potentials assuming sequential removal of the
weakest, next weakest, etc. bound electrons and Nef f is the
effective number of projectile electrons available. In the
−0.5
; in
high-velocity regime, the impact velocities scale as Isum
the low-velocity regime, the velocity scaling is more complex since it must account for different threshold energies
and other effects. Using this large data set which covers virtually any possible projectile and velocity, universal crosssection scaling formulas have been presented. On the average, for scaled velocities between approximately 0.5 and 20,
the formulas are considered to have predictive capabilities
with accuracy within a factor of 2. At very low energies,
threshold effects make them less reliable. At very high energies and particularly for projectiles possessing weakly bound
electrons, extrapolations outside the existing data set are required, so the results become inherently less and less accurate.
For extrapolation to high energies, it was shown that the
−1
depenbest fit to all the high-energy data had roughly a Vsc
dence for scaled velocities up to approximately 10 followed
−2
dependence at higher scaled velocities. Using our
by a Vsc
fits and a v−2 extrapolation, cross sections were predicted for
particular systems of interest in the USA and Germany.
Available information indicate that the v−2 extrapolation underestimates the cross sections in this particular case and that
for low-charge-state heavy ions, the linear fit may be more
appropriate. Finally, we note that although our work is based
on stripping by argon atoms the same formulas should apply
for interactions with molecular nitrogen because both targets
yield similar stripping cross sections.
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